
 



 

Driving into emptiness keeps you at least a few miles ahead of your neuroses . . . the kind of 

driving I'm talking about is a religious impulse, a craving for the unknown. —Jim Harrison 

 

 

DRIVING 
By Faith A. Colburn 

 

I make my living in a bubble. Behind a tough sheet of Plexiglass, I watch fathers in 

New Jersey going to work before dawn, families vacationing in Arizona, mothers buying 

groceries in Chicago. 

A few silent trucks sailed that last night of October, leaning into curves like tall ships 

from the Spice Islands. The two-way's single, phosphorescent, eye glared green on my 

complexion and spoke not a word. The moon shrugged off a heavy shroud of clouds, only to 

be swallowed, again and again. 

Rather than blinking my headlights that night, I reached for the mike, whenever 

another truck passed. I almost felt I'd made contact when the other driver flashed his 

blinkers. 

One by one, though, the trucks slid out of sight, lifting a fog of spray on their wheels. 

By the witching hour, I-80 was mine, and I liked it that way, in a pipeline to the coast with 

only Pennsylvania to pull before the flats — Ohio, Indiana, Illinois — and almost a 

thousand miles before the next fill. 

Late at night, on those same old roads, I let my imagination loose. I thought about a 

book I'd read while I waited for the lobstermen in Maine. The Throwing Madonna. William 

Calvin figured out that women, not men, made the first tools and that that started 

mankind's bigger brain development. It all made sense to me. The old saying goes 

"Necessity is the mother of invention."  

Anyway, I must have been thinking about some prehistoric woman throwing a rock to 

scare off a mastodon, because the elephant in the road seemed normal for a second, like 

falling off a bridge and waking up in mid-air. That thing was real, I realized, and I was 

about to smash into it. I locked up the brakes. 



Eighteen wheels scoured the right-hand lane and my mind turned kaleidoscope with 

my load, the elephant, the road, and a face, someone's face, all flashing at once. Three 

hundred feet to stop — maybe more. The outline in my headlights kept growing, standing 

head down, broadside in the westbound lanes, all the westbound lanes.    

More than 43,000 pounds of Maine lobster, boxed and stacked in the trailer would give 

me traction, but my load locks might not hold them on impact. The curved ridge of the 

elephant's back towered over my windshield, the lump of each vertebra becoming more and 

more distinct. 

I smelled burning rubber, billows of smoke poured from the drives, blocking out 

everything behind me. "Keep it straight, Debbie," I said. "Keep it straight." My steering felt 

squishy, not definite enough. Was the trailer skidding sideways, swinging around to smash 

into my tractor? I knew better than to lock up my brakes, especially on wet pavement, but 

there I was without choices. 

I heard a rumble. Actually, I didn't hear it at the time but I remember it — like a 

tornado or a flash flood on the desert. When the truck finally stopped, the elephant 

obliterated anything I might have seen through the windshield, as though a huge wrinkled 

curtain divided me from the road ahead.  

When I began to hear again, the familiar diesel rattle, I leaned on the wheel a moment. 

I'd never come that close to smashing up. I shook my head, forehead rolling on the top of 

the wheel. I always drive miles ahead of myself — as far as I can see. I should have seen 

something that big in plenty of time, day or night. Normally, I would steer around anything 

in the road, but this animal filled up both lanes, and the shoulder.  

"C'mon Deb," I thought. "Elephants aren't that big." Looking up, I saw only empty 

night and white lines converging, unobstructed.   

I revved the engine and slipped into first, eased into a pull-out and pulled the flashers. 

Then I slid down the cold steel handgrab and stepped back to peer under the trailer's nose 

at the drive tires. They looked okay, but in the dark, I probably wouldn't see any scoured 

tread anyway. I glanced around and went to track the elephant, thinking of the face I'd 

seen when I locked the brakes. A man's face. But I couldn't make it out.  

I edged along the shoulder, looking for rubber I knew I'd laid. Those tires wouldn't look 

good to maintenance. 

At the end of my bold streaks, I found no elephant tracks. A raccoon. Some dickey birds 

like little peace signs without the circles. But no elephant. Clouds broke to reveal a waxing 

three-quarter moon.  

I ran back for a flashlight, walked to the nose and squinted at my steer tires, checked 

the median, then slopped deep into the woods.  

When you drive a truck, you don't really get intimate with the countryside. If I'd 

thought about it, I would have realized that, of course, all those leaves hanging over my 

head would drip rainwater and that a shaken branch would bring down a shower. Two 



steps into the woods, it was too late to get a slicker. My feet kept skidding out from under 

me and I clutched tree trunks to stay upright. I didn't quite realize then that even a small 

elephant would have to smash a few sodden trees to get off the roadbed. 

Though I hadn't seen a track, I'd always depended on the evidence of my senses and my 

mind. Lots of times I'd had nothing else to depend upon. My mind told me there was an 

elephant in these woods, I'd seen it, so I was going to find him — or her. 

When I returned to the truck, though, mud-caked and soaked, my hands shook and the 

flashlight shone pale orange.  

"You okay Con Ex?" crackled the radio.  

"Yeah, more or less."  

"What were you doing out there?" 

"Tracking an elephant." 

"Say what?" 

"Never mind. Where am I, anyhow?" 

"You fall asleep?" 

"Nah, just counting dots in the center line." 

"Oh, yeah . . . Hey, pretty lady, now you drive careful out there. You're just east of 

Snow Shoe." 

Before I reached the rest stop at Snow Shoe, I saw the condensed exhaust of bunched 

trucks, the mingled chimney smoke of my community's fires. Two-ways murmured like 

sleepy quail, and I pulled in among them, thinking about how long I'd been with no more 

community than that of voices on the radio — trucks parked around mine, other drivers 

nodding as they passed me on the way to and from the rest rooms along the highways. 

"Hey, guys," I said without keying the mike. "I'm here. Aren't you glad?" 

I stepped into the sleeper, eased out of my wet clothes, and stretched out on the bunk. I 

knew the elephant couldn't be real, but I shivered thinking of my near-miss.  

I lay there a few moments, then jerked on some sweats and tennis shoes, grabbed my 

cosmetic bag and scurried to the rest room to wash up. Maybe something normal like cold 

rest area water would help. But back in the sleeper, I dreamed of falling asleep at the 

wheel. Several times I awoke, clawing for control and trying to miss an elephant. 

The sky washed blue and gold next morning — Pennsylvania autumn glowed almost 

florescent. Maples blazed scarlet among the rusts and golds of oaks and birch. Two hawks 

spiraled over the mountains, circles crossing as they climbed on musty, fall-smelling air, 

harvest air, air blued in the valleys. 



After another splash of cold water and a breakfast of homemade granola from the feed 

bucket under the bunk, I moved on. Clear water oozed from rocky outcrops along the road. 

Little patches of cropland exposed along the mountains' flanks, fresh red barns and black 

and white cows in dairy country all brought me back to normal.  

 In daylight, my elephant seemed absurd and tramping around looking for elephant 

tracks even more so. Finding my Uncle Floyd's face, yes, that's who it was. Finding Floyd 

among the images made the whole episode nonsensical. Floyd was just an uncle that helped 

out after Daddy died. I didn't know anything else about him but there he'd been, careening 

around in my head with the lobster and elephant.  

Three days later, I eased into Bosselman's Truck Stop near Grand Island, Nebraska, 

where I filled up and collected my free shower ticket at the fuel desk. I stopped at Cadillac 

Red's with my hair still wet. Red and I went to school together in Blue Hill, and we both 

managed to pass the magic generation gap still single. 

"Hey, what's happening?" Red asked. 

"An elephant," I answered, toe-nudging my roll of dirty clothes and wet towels under 

the barber chair, "a bi-i-i-g elephant. I almost hit him — it." 

Red looked up at me in the mirror. "Whew," she whistled. "Was he coming or going?"  

"Just standing there," I said, "only he wasn't there. No elephant. Just smoked tires." 

"Debbie, you're runnin' too hard. Better back off." 

"Man, those lobsters aren't due in Shaky until Friday, and I'm takin' my time. I might 

spent a day at the blackjack tables in Wendover. I might even spend the night here." 

"Going trolling?" 

I grinned. "Anything to catch?" 

"The Burlington Northern bridge crew is in town. I saw Donny's bunk car on the way to 

work this morning. You remember Donny." 

"Quite pleasantly," I said. "I probably could use a little real conversation — hear real 

voices — look at faces that don't come at me through the side windows as they pass me by 

— maybe even touch someone. They still hang out at Dos Hermanos?" 

"They do." 

"You driving? I don't think they want my rig in the parking lot." 

"Soon as I get off."   

"Eight o'clock then. You know," I told her, "I wasn't even tired. I love to run at night. 

It's quiet. No traffic. I didn't have any reason to see things that weren't there . . ." 



"Sounds like you 'seen the elephant'," Red laughed. 

"That's what it reminds me of — all those pioneers' stories about seeing the elephant. 

Remember Mac Raymond's history?" 

"You mean, like, a wagon sucked into quicksand and they say the elephant flicked his 

tail?" 

"Yeah." I thought of journal entries, copies of pioneers' diaries, Raymond had brought 

into class. Huge elephants grazing in the clouds, silhouetted against florid prairie sunsets.  

A young husband crushed by a runaway team.  

Four gravestones . . . children laid out by cholera.  

A woman sitting in camp, refusing to go farther. "She's seen the elephant," they'd 

murmur as they moved on, turning, one by one, to face West. 

Our glances held in the mirror. "Listen," said Red, "guys come in here every day talking 

about things they've seen. Black Angus bulls standing in the road. Horsemen. Guard rails 

that suddenly flip flop across the highway. You drive careful out there." She snipped one 

last lock of hair and handed me a mirror. "I'll see you at eight . . . Get some sleep."  

I'd needed a night out. It felt great to look feminine again. Truckers don't expect to see 

a dressed-up woman on those metal steps, unless she's a hooker. My past-the-knee 

amethyst colored skirt and tailored white blouse, didn't quite look that part, but sleek silk 

hosiery and high heels stop them dead — at least when they're on a woman stepping out of 

the cab of a Kenworth. I loved it. The crisp cottons, the smooth silk. My hair down my back, 

swishing against my waistband. 

 

Donny brought me back in plenty of time to get my ten hours in next day, and I did 

stop at Wendover. Four hours at the blackjack tables in Nevada Crossing yielded a tip for 

the dealer and dinner, ribeye steak and a baked potato smothered in sour cream with 

chives, salad bar with vegetables that crunch. That added up a little better than my usual 

break-even game. 

A week later, the shop foreman at Daggett, California, reminded me of the elephant.  

"Jesus Christ, Wallace, Crawford ain't gonna like these tires. You forget how to run a 

mountain?" 

"Didn't do it on a mountain, Ed." 

"This looks like a fast trip down the Grapevine." 

"Nope. Pennsylvania. Short flat stretch." 

"How the hell do you smoke eighteen God damn tires on the flats?" 



"I saw an elephant." 

"What?" 

"I saw an elephant in the road. Locked 'er up. Then it was gone." 

Ed stared at me a moment, then walked off mumbling, while I remembered Bob 

Crawford's sour expression when I'd aced both written and road tests, back when I hired on. 

Safety directors don't usually road test drivers, but Crawford was riding shotgun while I 

took the wine-colored Kenworth with gold almost-calligraphy lettering, that was soon to be 

my baby, through every nasty intersection in Omaha. Once he'd even given me directions to 

go under a 12 foot bridge.  

"Isn't this a 13-6 trailer, Mr. Crawford?" I asked, all innocence. 

"Oh, yes," he said. "I was thinking of the grain trailers." 

He didn't say anything for a while. "Do you think you can handle that clutch, Ms. 

Wallace?" he asked. "Those clutches are hard on knees. You've seen how many old truckers 

limp." 

"I've driven tractors and farm trucks, Mr. Crawford. I know about tough clutches and 

equipment vibration. Your trucks are the best. That's why I applied to Con Ex." 

"You'll haul up to 45,000 pounds of cargo, Ms. Wallace.  Sometimes you'll have to 

unload." 

"I've been loading and unloading feed and seed since I was a kid. Do you have a truck 

for me?" 

That was eight years ago, and I'd never had an accident — or smoked a tire. I hadn't 

made the safety team because I had a couple of speeding tickets, but I'd been a safe, 

dependable driver. Not bad for the first woman at Con Ex. 

I dismissed Crawford, and got behind the wheel. By November 15th, I was back on the 

East Coast at Hunt's Point in the Bronx. Only three other trucks were lined up ahead of me 

at four that morning. Lots of truckers won't cross the George Washington Bridge at night. 

But I'd never had any trouble at Hunt's Point and I wanted to unload early.  

I crawled into the sleeper and napped until six, when I carried my bills of lading into 

the office. They assigned me dock 5, and by 8:30 I'd wrestled 506 50-pound bags of potatoes 

and another 301 of onions, most of my load. I expected to be halfway across Pennsylvania 

with my next load by dark, but my bills had disappeared while I was stacking produce. At 

9:56 they found them under my checker's clipboard, stuck there with strawberry juice from 

a drum he'd laid it on. They signed me off and I got out of there, headed for Bergen, New 

Jersey, across the river. 

I don't know who put that load together, but it had been plain nasty to get the weight 

distributed with heavy potatoes and onions in the back and a couple tons of bulky flower 

pots in the nose. I'd barely managed to get legal by sliding the tandems.  



This late, I would be lucky to get in and out of K-Mart before they closed up. When I 

handed them the bills, though, they assigned me a dock immediately. The conveyor would 

get that little load out in a hurry, they said. But a Consolidated Freightways truck was in 

that door, they said. I could pull in when he was unloaded. 

Damn, I thought, CF is Teamsters. Those guys get paid something like thirteen bucks 

an hour to unload. They don't get frantic to get out like we non-union drivers.  

 I rested off duty in my truck until three-thirty. The Roach Coach had already been and 

gone and my refrigerator was empty. No time to fill it. I had a few crackers and an apple. I 

even found some peanut butter on the shelf. I dozed and read with one eye, making sure 

nobody else slipped in my dock. An iridescent scum, a rainbow of almost-colors, purples, 

blues, reds, floated on puddles around the docking area and I wondered what chemicals and 

heavy metals lurked there.  

By five I'd stacked the cases of flower pots and shut my doors. At 5:05 I pulled out in 

sheets of rain. I wondered how long I'd be stuck on the Jersey Turnpike.  

When I got to Streichler's in Harrison, my trailer was still backed in at the dock. I 

think they load those dresses one at a time. They promised an hour. I figured two hours 

minimum and hoped for sometime before midnight. When dispatch tells me a trailer is 

waiting, I figure two or three a.m.   

I shrugged back into my rain slicker and walked around the corner to a little Spanish 

place I know on Main Street. Paella with those clams in the pearly blue shells. Flavor 

hinting at a salt water estuary. They serve outstanding Sant Gria with a twist of orange, 

too, but I had to skip it.  

By 8:30 I'd dropped my empty in the lot and hooked onto a full trailer headed for 

Nordstrom's in Newark, California, just outside Shaky.  

For some reason that night every compact car on the road was bent on suicide under 

my front bumper, changing lanes without signals, slamming on brakes for no apparent 

reason, passing on the right shoulder and braking right in front of me. I crossed the 

Delaware Water Gap at eleven in a downpour. By the time I reached Bloomsburg, my head 

hurt. Pounding over Pennsylvania roads had rattled all my clothes off the hangars and my 

books and tapes — and my peanut butter — onto the floor of the sleeper. I pulled in at the 

Roadrunner, fueled for a long run, showered and changed, and drank a cup of cocoa. 

I splashed back to the truck and climbed into the sleeper, hanging my third pair of wet 

socks on a bungee cord and stuffing my tapes and jeans back into cubbyholes.  

By 3:30 I'd had a nap, a cup of coffee, and a doughnut. Alone on 80, I drove through 

pelting rain. Pennsylvania again, I thought.  

Usually I enjoy solitude. I run the road-snuffling nose of my Kenworth anteater a few 

inches left of the shoulder line and eat up miles. Sometimes, hearing the truck climb, I 

pictured draft horses, bellies low, stretched out, muscles flexed. Once Dad told me about 



riding a Percheron when it pulled a Model A out of the mud along the Platte. He said his 

feet almost dragged. 

I thought about whale songs. Humpbacked whales singing around the clock in whistles 

and groans. Some scientists think whales are smarter than people. Could be. They don't go 

around killing each other. I wondered if they think about God. Hell, maybe they think to 

God. 

At 4 a.m., I thought about chuckholes. It's like a finger poked in your chest. No matter 

what else you want to think about, you're focused on that finger. I heard all my stuff 

crashing around in the sleeper again. I caught myself nibbling the skin around my 

fingernails.  

I watched empty roadsides until an immense form loomed in the rain-spattered 

windshield. I tapped my brakes. Plenty of time to get a good look.  

As I eased to the shoulder, he flapped his ears and flicked his tail. He looked at me, his 

trunk reaching, ears spread, fanning. I stopped and stared, straining to see through 

sheeting rain. 

Only a fuzzy outline, his nose, blue-black in the night rain, snaked toward me. I braced 

into the seat as though to push through it. His trunk waved over the hood like a charmed 

cobra dancing to the pipe. I heard myself whimper. I stared, cringing into the seat for a 

minute. Two minutes. 

When he dropped his head and ambled away, I sighed, rivulets of hot sweat running 

down my sides. I pulled the brakes and leaned my head on my arms. And I saw Uncle Floyd 

his lashless eyes intent. Ten again, I unravelled cobwebs. Dad's death. The funeral. Farm 

sale. Floyd watching me. 

I slipped into a rain slicker, and climbed out. I knew when I got back I wouldn't want to 

take time to air up the brakes, so I let it run. I knew I'd find no tracks, but felt compelled to 

look. As before, I found small animal tracks, bird tracks, even a startled possum, but no 

uprooted trees or monstrous tracks. A half-hour later I crawled back in, tennis shoes 

squishing. I stared through the windshield listening to the diesel rattle.  

I didn't know why I'd seen an elephant where none existed; why this great shadowy 

creature reached out to me.   What Floyd had to do with it.  

I forced myself back to Dad's death. I'd felt somehow responsible for it, but I couldn't 

remember why. Floyd had something to do with it. He'd helped prepare for the farm sale. 

And every time I looked around, he watched me. Trying to guess how I was taking it, I 

suppose, but he scared me. Daddy had always protected me and I felt naked. Scared all the 

time, I started at every sound, a door slamming in the wind, a tractor starting up, the old 

house creaking and sighing, even my imagination. I couldn't distinguish between the real 

creaks I'd heard all my life and footsteps on the stairs.  

I would hear Mother's step, but it didn't sound like Mom. She'd always clumped solidly 

up the stairs, now she kind of dragged herself. Her step whispered.  



Uncle Floyd slept in the guest room next to mine. I'd hear his step whisper, too, usually 

long after Mom came up. It seemed like the sky should be lightening and I'd still hear Mom 

shuffling in her room. Then Floyd would come upstairs. 

I'd think I heard him come into my bedroom, night after night, and stand in the dark as 

though he were watching me sleep. The house sighing in the wind would become his regular 

breath in my mind. And I'd lay awake listening, terrified that I'd fall asleep and something 

would happen. 

The back of my neck prickled and I gave it up. Easing into second, I drove to the 

nearest rest area and slept.  

Bright skies, a dose of the sniffles, and only three and a half hours' sleep did nothing 

for my spirits.  

Coming back from the rest room, I saw a truck with its hood flipped. The driver had 

just closed the side pocket.  

"Anything I can do to help?" I asked.  

"Not unless you have a couple of gallons of anti-freeze you can spare, ma'am." 

"I do. I'll get 'em." 

"I'd be obliged, ma'am." 

"You can call me Nightingale," I said turning to get the anti-freeze from my side pocket.  

"Nightingale. Where'd you get a handle like that? You a nurse?" 

"No, it came from a book called The Decameron by a guy named Giovanni Boccaccio," I 

told him, knowing he'd have no idea what I was talking about. 

"Oh, yeah. Decameron. Decameron. That's those tales by all the young folks who went 

to the country to escape the black plague," he said. "Pretty erotic. I think I remember 

something about a girl catching a nightingale." 

I blushed.  

"How'd you get a name like that?"  He grinned. 

"Don't ask," I said. "Nobody was supposed to know The Decameron." 

 "You know you can't count on that out here," he said, turning to pour the anti-freeze 

into his radiator. He handed me the empty jug and turned to pour the other. 

"Okay," I said, "so how do you know The Decameron?"  

"You don't buy just some old trucker, reading dirty books?" 



"Decameron isn't a dirty book." 

"No . . . I guess it's not. Actually, I taught a class—a Survey of Renaissance 

Literature—in a former life." 

"A college professor? And now you're driving a truck? How come?" 

"Well, you remember Tricky Dicky?" 

"Nixon?" 

"The same . . . you don't happen to have a couple of jugs of water in that magic side 

pocket of yours, do you?" 

"Actually, I've got half a dozen." I handed him a couple. 

"How come you carry all this water and antifreeze? You a Girl Scout or something?" he 

asked. 

"Got stranded one night over by Belle Fourche on one of them two-lane back roads with 

a busted hose and wind chill seventy below. I can fix a hose, but I can't manufacture water." 

He was evading me. Playing dumb trucker. That was okay, I'd just met him, didn't have to 

have his life on a platter, but I sure felt curious. 

"So you carry a plentiful supply all the time?" 

"You know how cold a sleeper gets when the engine doesn't run?" 

"Uh huh." He poured the water. 

"You musta had a helluva leak," I observed. 

"Your famous busted hose. Got that fixed but the clamp came off. I already poured two 

gallons of anti-freeze through this thing. I'm gonna start it and see what happens." 

"Okay . . . But how did Nixon get mixed up in your teaching career?" 

He grinned. "There's a word for that story." 

"Yeah?" 

"Yeah. Con-vo-lut-ed." 

"You gonna tell it?" 

"I'll trade my convoluted story for yours. You look like you've got something on your 

mind. Look a little peaked, if you don't mind my saying so." 

I nodded. 



"Look, Nightingale, this isn't a come-on, but this is no place to be when you're 

preoccupied. Once I get this rig poppin', how 'bout a cup of coffee at the next truck stop?" 

"Okay," I said. "I'd like that. By the way, what's your handle?" 

"You can call me Professor." 

I smirked. 

"Oh, come on. It wasn't my idea." 

On the way to the Milton Truck Stop I thought about this stranger and how much I 

should tell him about my elephant. It's one of those things about being on the road, you 

know. There're just strangers out there and you take care of each other. Of course there're 

plenty of assholes too, but mostly, when I've needed help, somebody stopped. 

Professor's real name was Craig. He grew up in northeastern Wyoming on the Powder 

River north of Sussex, where the winter nights are long and there isn't much to do. There 

was a little library in town—which wasn't all that near—and about all that library had to 

offer were the classics.  

"Of all things, I got into poetry," he said. "Byron, Keats, Shelly. Even Tennyson. I read 

Chaucer—and Boccaccio. Absolutely the last thing my dad wanted to see. I was at Missoula 

on a scholarship, in English, of course, when my draft notice came. I did what I was 

supposed to, and when I got back I used the GI Bill to get my Master of Fine Arts in 

creative writing. Then my doctorate, and I was writing poetry and teaching. Dad'd come 

visit, and when he walked into my study he'd say, `You must have a fortune in them books 

of pomes.' Then I'd say I knew he had a fortune in the guns that hung on his wall. He'd 

back off then. 

"Anyway, I taught creative writing — some poetry — in the early 70's. Had a bunch of 

students wanted me to tell them how to get rich and famous writing poetry . . . I'd tell 'em 

to go to Czechoslovakia if I were teaching now." 

"Czechoslovakia?" 

"Vaclav Havel. They elected a poet President. Never in America.  

"What's all that got to do with Nixon?" 

"I told you it was convoluted. See, I was such a damn fool. Remember I grew up in 

ranch country. Conservative. Republican."  

"Like Nebraska." 

"Probably. I got onto the Republican Committee. Campaigned like hell for that bastard. 

Thought he'd go a long way toward making the world a more peaceful place to live . . . Then 

Watergate broke . . . I took it personally." 

"And that made you quit teaching and go on the road." 



"Worse." 

"Worse?" 

"I lived in this neat old house with a fireplace? One night I lit a fire and, one by one, I 

threw every scrap I'd ever written into that fire." 

"Good God! Why?" 

"Well, I thought that, if I were so innocent as to believe in Nixon. If I were blind enough 

to miss the rot all around me, then everything I'd written was a perversion, a monstrous lie. 

"I mean, I'd even written this shit about Viet Nam and saving those people's country for 

democracy. I mean, what did we have to offer them but shit?" 

I was just blown away. I'd never seen a scrap of this guy's poetry, but what a waste. An 

entire life's work for one crooked politician. I wanted to tell the guy to get real. Grasping for 

something to save, I said, "You couldn't burn everything that had been published." 

He shrugged. "No. But most everything is out of print. You know literary magazines 

are pretty short-lived. I don't know anyone who keeps a library of them to reread." 

"There must be some things around yet." 

"Oh, I'd run across somebody who remembered something for awhile, but it's been a 

long time. Anyway, you promised me a convoluted story." 

So I told him about the elephant. 

He looked at me for several moments. Made me uneasy. "You know," he said, "I saw the 

elephant in Viet Nam. It was a hairy elephant." 

"Hairy?" 

"I mean monstrous. Primitive and wild. You know, the Orientals talk about seeing the 

elephant almost like the pioneers used to — like something huge, baffling, perhaps like 

something stomping on your grave, or maybe on your ancestors' graves.  

I thought about that a moment. "Do you suppose that comes from some kind of racial 

memory of wooly mammoths?" I asked. "Some memory that would be common to all peoples 

of the northern hemisphere?"  

"I don't know, Debbie. What's that elephant to you? Why an elephant? Why not a 

buffalo bull? That's more native to your territory." 

"I don't know, Craig. I like elephants?" 

"Why? Elephants are matriarchal, you know." 

"I know. So?" 



"I don't know, Deb. But it doesn't have to be separate, you know." 

"Now, what's that supposed to mean, Craig," I asked. "What do you mean, not 

separate?" 

"Like maybe it's you, Debbie . . . Is there something between you and that Uncle Floyd 

of yours? Something you're running from?" 

"Nah. He just made me squirm watching me all the time. I guess he was making sure I 

wouldn't crack up when I lost my dad." 

"Look, you don't see things that aren't there. If you have something in your life that 

doesn't work, you'll find it out here on the road. If it doesn't kill you first." 

"Well, thanks, Craig, for that cheery thought," I said, grabbing the check. "I need to get 

going." 

"You drive careful out there, little lady," he said. "If I see you sometime, I'll give you a 

holler."  

Dialing up dispatch, I wondered about Craig. Here he was making a case about my 

kindly Uncle Floyd and running from my past, and there he sat on an MFA, a teaching 

career, and a sheaf of dead poetry. There must more than a crooked politician.  

I knew people who belonged on the road, but I didn't think Craig was one of them. He 

seemed like one of those people who drive trucks to escape their lives. 

Listening to the ring, I glanced up to see him. He handed me a slip of paper with his 

name, a phone number and address. "You can get a message to me here. Let me know how 

you come out with that elephant." 

I nodded as he walked out.  

As usual, dispatch wasn't answering. If I hung up, the line might be busy for the next 

hour, so I let it ring. While I waited, I remembered Craig's last remark about distractions 

and driving. I pictured some of the pile-ups I'd seen, like one where a driver must have 

fallen asleep, piled into a bridge abutment, and burned. 

 When I finally got my dispatcher, he started yelling. "If the loads were ready on time, a 

guy wouldn't get behind," I snapped back. "The weather's been snotty and I was shot last 

night, Alex," I said. "Now, get off my back."  

"Deborah, that's a rush load." 

"Don't give me that Deborah bullshit, Alec. Let me talk to safety." 

When Crawford came on, I told him I was turning in my keys. Taking a couple months 

off. 

"You know it's peak season, Deb. Can't it wait?" 



"No, Bob. Did you hear from Ed about those tires?" 

"C'mon, Debbie, don't do this to me." 

"I'll run this load to the coast . . . on schedule. Then I'll leave the truck at the terminal." 

"I'll have to reassign it." 

"I know, Bob, but . . . Nothing, Bob, I'm running late." 

I hung up and stood for a moment, hand still on the receiver. I'd driven that truck long 

enough to become friendly with it. I knew a solo driver hardly ever got a high-top 

Kenworth. They can say what they want about backing in a conventional, and fuss about 

that hood out front when the dock's tight, but I'll sweat a little to have that engine in front 

of me instead of rumbling and vibrating underneath, and I didn't have to climb over the 

doghouse to go to bed. When your home compares to your mother's clothes closet, every inch 

seems a gift.  

I loved the windows that made the sleeper less like a cave. They reminded me of a 

secret place I'd had in the loft when I was little. Slats of light shone through the barn siding 

on a little nest I'd made in the straw where I would strip and stretch out.  

I'd started my period a couple of months before Daddy's heart attack and I was all 

wrapped up in myself. I read my cousin's romance novels and imagined these scenes with 

some man kissing me and touching me in mysterious ways. 

I felt really odd, though, because the only man I knew was Daddy. The boys in school 

still wanted to roughhouse, if they recognized my existence at all.  

I knew my mother would have a hissing fit if she caught me in the barn, naked. She 

never told me, of course, but I just knew. I didn't feel ashamed, exactly, but I felt a tension 

that made me kind of raw. 

Even thinking about it seemed dangerous, as though divine retribution might still 

catch up with me. Mom would still spit nails if I told her about my hideout. 

But I had a load to deal with, and a disappearing elephant. I shook my head. No telling 

what kind of dog I'd get when I went back to work. Maybe a Freightliner with all the bolts 

rattled out — or a cab-over. Bob would probably want to punish me for finking out on him.  

I didn't want to see that elephant the third time, though.  

I reached Grand Island in mid-morning on Sunday, illegal, but covered by creative 

logging. Department of Transportation only allows ten hours on duty a day. I'd done 1378 

miles since 8:30 Friday night.  

At Bosselman's, I fueled, showered and changed, then stepped into Red's. 

She glanced up from an oversized trucker with a dense beard. "It'll be just a minute." 



"I'm making up time. Gotta be in Shaky again Wednesday. Just stopped to say 'hi.'" 

"Drive careful out there. There's supposed to be a storm coming in." 

"Maybe I can beat it." 

"You're goin' West, girl." 

"Yeah. Take care." I headed out, skipping lunch. I'd been driving on the edge like this 

too much lately. Skipping meals. Not getting enough sleep. Three and a half hours Friday, 

Saturday morning actually. Four Sunday.  

I loved hauling rush loads, especially the Western half. Speed limit 65 from Iowa 

through Nevada. No traffic. I liked to take some guy's late load, push the limits, make it on 

time. I enjoyed big skies and big skylines, and prairie dogs barking along the road in 

Wyoming. But this was my late load.  

Just west of Kearney I saw a thin line of white clouds spreading upward and outward, 

like a blanket tossed, billowing, over a bed.  

I remembered reading about the killer blizzard of 1888. Bright, sunny morning. Men in 

shirt sleeves. Women shedding sweaters. A line of clouds popping up. Folks could almost 

see the wind in them.  

The leading edge would cover me soon. I thought of the next exit ramp and nibbled my 

fingers. 

"There are things in the wind." I'd read. Emigrants would see animals, immense 

elephants, bulls, and bears in the wind and the clouds. 

"It's probably just a snow squall," I told myself. 

"Things that do something to women." 

"What are you scared of?" I grumbled. I'd seen blizzards before. 

The wind shouldered my trailer, quartering from the northwest. It shuddered and 

rattled on the fifth wheel. Snow blinded me and the shoulder disappeared. 

I wrenched the truck from another wind gust, fiercely aware of the horses under the 

hood. I remembered Craig. "Stone drunk," he'd said. "Shells coming in . . . Leaping and 

running across the compound amid blasts of air and fire . . . Moving like a world-class 

athlete . . . Picking out the right weapon, preparing to kill." 

Peering through the windshield, I struggled for a glimpse of anything and eased off the 

throttle. 

"The enemy was like your elephant," Craig had said. "Just when you'd decided that the 

leaves were sniping at you, you glimpsed a twisted face in the foliage."  



A dim hulk, barely visible in blowing snow, gradually filled the windshield. I let the 

truck coast. 

"The enemy was always there. Sometimes he didn't look like a gook, sometimes he 

looked like some great hairy man. Sometimes he looked like you, the rage in you." 

I checked the mirror and touched the trailer brakes when the tandems reached a bare 

spot. The rig straightened.  I knew absolutely that elephant wasn't there. It unnerved me, 

though, deliberately driving into him, an elephant, facing me, ears spread, trunk reaching. 

"Okay, Deb, get hold of yourself," I muttered. "You don't work this out, you're gonna kill 

yourself." 

"Like maybe it's you, Debbie," Craig had said. 

Back in the barn. Daddy's dead and every day I tiptoe among glass shards. What would 

happen to me? Why did he die? What should I do? Where would we go? What would happen 

to me? Who would protect me? I heard shuffling behind a bale pile in the loft corner. My 

place. 

I snatched myself back to the truck, barely creeping along what I judged to be the right 

lane. Snow erased all landmarks, all signs of other vehicles, yet the elephant was there, 

ethereal. A female. I knew her, then, for a female. As I eased the truck through a plains 

whiteout, my hands slipped on the wheel and sweat dribbled down my sides. I felt a flush 

that seemed to radiate out from my heart, slide across my chest, and creep into my face. 

In the barn, I tiptoed through loose straw, struggling to take tiny, silent breaths in the 

hot, still air. Peering around the corner, I saw Floyd, naked in my little nest, striped with 

afternoon light, hand pumping. 

I stared. I didn't want to, but I'd never seen a man naked before. I moved as if to turn, 

watching his hand moving faster.  

I smelled something like wet straw. Heard his ragged breath. His eyes locked on mine 

as he tensed his slightly humped body, thrusting into his hand. 

Then he finished and we stared at each other. I knew he'd watched me in there—

thinking I was alone, fascinated with my own body. "Daddy, I'm sorry," I whimpered. "I 

didn't mean to."  

I stumbled and fell part way down the ladder then ran all the way for the willows down 

by the creek. 

 

A few inches from my right headlight, I could make out a mile marker, 278. Inching 

onto the shoulder, I decided to risk somebody plowing into my tailgate rather than risk 

trying to penetrate the blizzard. The elephant stood, trunk reaching over the warm hood, 

touching the windshield like a benediction. 



Wind plucked at every seam in the truck with fingers of ice, bellowing through the gap 

between tractor and trailer. Gusts shook the 18,000 pounds of equipment surrounding me.  

"Fifty-five million years," I whispered. "Right here in this valley." I leaned my head on 

the wheel, skin bristling. "Elephant woman," I said. 

I started at a sodden thump on the windshield. A sparrow had slammed into the glass. 

He righted himself on my hood, then fluffed his feathers and hunkered down to wait with 

me in the engine warmth. 

I glanced back at the elephant, but she was gone, leaving only a smear, a creature with 

thick legs and a long nose, like a little kid's drawing in the steam on the windows. I traced 

it on the inside with my finger.  


